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Rome at War is a traditional monograph,
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tematically and creatively question the evidence

Second Punic War. This led to smallholdings being

and reason supporting it, and then propose a
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more viable model. Rosenstein's work is charac‐
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of landless proletarians.

that which might undermine his own thesis. More

Archaeological

historians need to get back to this tried and true
method. However, that is not to say Rome at War
is old-fashioned. The core of the argument re‐
volves around a sophisticated use of recent ad‐
vances in demographics, and although a back‐
ground in statistics is useful, Rosenstein does an
excellent job of making the discussion clear.

evidence,
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scale surveys, have thrown doubt on this view,
though such evidence is ill-suited for following
economic and social changes over a period span‐
ning a few decades. Therefore, Rosenstein uses
contemporary demographic theory models as well
as the latest in archaeology to skillfully interpret
the literary sources. Clearly some guess work is

The book focuses on the relationship between

involved in this sort of approach. For example, ca‐
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sualty lists apply almost exclusively to major bat‐
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method, and using numbers, as opposed to
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modeling to great effect. In addition, he makes
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good use of comparative material throughout,
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service was over. The importance of slave-run

itary and of conscription in the Confederate

plantations in the second century is also analyzed.

South, one of the only slave societies to go

Rosenstein advances a number of compelling cri‐

through the sort of military mobilization that

tiques of the traditional view. For example, it is

Rome did during the Second Punic War.

clear that Rome's slave population did not grow as
rapidly as had been thought by P. A. Brunt.[2]

Rosenstein is scrupulous in making clear that

Rome was already a slave society before 200

his numbers are approximate and generally

B.C.E, with widespread use of slaves on relatively

meant to refer to the order of magnitude, but his

small farms. Large-scale plantation slavery, how‐

model does ultimately depend on the reliability of

ever, relied on the sort of Mediterranean wide

the numbers we get in ancient sources, especially

market for Italian goods that did not exist until

Livy. While this is, in the final analysis, unverifi‐

the first century B.C.E. There are certainly refer‐

able, Rosenstein presents a powerful case that

ences to enormous numbers of slaves being

such numbers are more reliable than is generally
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thought. There were accurate sources available to

from Epirus) but Rosenstein's in-depth analysis

the ancient historian, for example pay lists and

shows that the overall numbers were much small‐

records of triumphs, and Rosenstein notes that

er than such passages suggest.

Livy, despite his poor reputation, at times seems
to have been more critical of numbers than Poly‐

If the traditional view, that the economic and
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social problems of the late Roman Republic are in‐

ures are the most remembered and are over-rep‐

correct, then what does Rosenstein propose? His

resented in the sources, but the sort of conven‐

model is complex and nuanced, but compelling.

tional figures that Walter Scheidel found in eco‐

Rosenstein's demographic modeling is very con‐

nomic inscriptions do not appear in casualty fig‐

vincing, showing, for example, that a post-Punic

ures.[1] Differences in numbers reflected in our

War baby boom likely occurred. He does not rely

sources may have other explanations than inaccu‐

completely on modeling, however, and always
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looks to both the literary and archaeological evi‐
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dence, to see if it is in congruence with his theo‐

One element that comes through strongly is that

ries. He notes, for example, that many colonies
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were established in the years after the Second

fourth and third century Rome.

Punic War ended--consistent with the idea of a ris‐
ing citizen population. It is not that constant war

The book's powerful arguments undermine

had no effect, but that counter-intuitively, the nor‐

the traditional explanations of Rome's agrarian

mal societal limits to population growth were

crisis. In the first place, conscription did not lead

"turned off" by the Punic Wars. Thus there was a

to the abandonment of farms due to lack of labor

rapid growth of population, a post-war "baby

because ancient farms suffered from chronic

boom" that let to too many young men competing

over-employment and could afford to send young

for too little land. The effect of this was that small‐

men into service. A key element in Rosenstein's

holdings were subdivided too much to be sustain‐

argument is the effect of late marriage on Roman

able--thus forcing population into the cities, in‐

warfare. During the Republican period (and later)

creasing the proletariat. Roman writers attributed
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the crisis to under population caused by conscrip‐

ers) would greatly benefit from reading this sec‐

tion, but the very real rural crisis was caused by

tion. Rosenstein discusses, for example, Roman

overpopulation. Thus the Gracchan solution of

law of wills and inheritance; the agricultural cal‐

distributing land was doomed to failure; there

endar; and, the point--made clearer by mathemat‐

was simply no surplus land to distribute. The

ical modeling--that ancient family economics suf‐

problem, Rosenstein concludes, was only solved

fered from underemployment. Rosenstein ex‐

by the massive population losses in the Civil War

plores other non-military issues, for example, the

and the subsequent overseas migration.

ratio of marriageable men to women in the Ro‐
man population, the types of crops planted, and

In the course of his arguments, Rosenstein

the function of both paid and unpaid labor in the

makes many points important to the military his‐

ancient farm economy. Non-paid labor was vital

torian. His discussion of casualties and death

to the ancient farmstead and included both rela‐

rates is valuable to anyone wanting to reconstruct

tives and neighbors. Indeed a "neighbor-helping-
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fection rate of wounds was lower than in gunpow‐
der warfare. Rosenstein makes the valuable point

The traditional monograph uses appendices
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for marriage resulted in the Romans being able to

to the subject, but which would interfere with the

conscript an enormous number of small-holding
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serious student often finds these short studies to

tural economy. This was a major, if not the major,

be gems, and particularly good ones are often cit‐

factor in their imperial success. This remained the

ed in their own right. These appendices are gener‐

case even when the Romans were conscripting up

ally as useful, or more so, than short articles, and

to 70 percent of the free adult population for war,

Rosenstein's are no exception. Since appendices

a number not equaled until the experience of the

are not separately listed in bibliographies and

Confederate States in the American Civil War.

databases, they are sometimes overlooked. Rome
at War has seven. "The Number of Roman Slaves

Although the focus of the book is military his‐

in 168 B.C.," argues that the slave population at

tory, it is also valuable for a more general reader.

this time was smaller than is generally assumed,

In particular, the discussions of the patterns of
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so little attention is paid to the mechanics of an‐
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cient farming, considering that it was not only the

endar to keep it in line with the seasons. "Tenan‐

principal activity of the vast majority of the popu‐
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lation, but also drove the economy of ancient

ture of the Greco-Roman citizen republic and how

states. Rosenstein is focused of this issue for a spe‐

it effected the institution of tenant farmers. Unlike

cific reason, that is, to investigate the impact of

the more normal monarchical systems of the

military conscription and service on the Roman

Mediterranean region, Rosenstein argues, there

family farm. In doing so, however, he presents an

was little tenancy in Republican Rome. "The Mini‐

extraordinarily clear and concise model of the an‐

mum Age for Military Service" slices through the

cient farm. Students of ancient history (and oth‐

confusion over "inclusive counting" and shows
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that, for all intents and purposes, the Romans cal‐

[1]. Walter Scheidel, "Finances, Figures and

culated age exactly as we do. "The Proportion of

Fiction," Classical Quarterly 46 (1996): pp. 222-38.

Assidui in the Roman Population" shows that

[2]. P.A. Brunt, Italian Manpower (London:

Brunt's estimate of only 50 percent of the Roman

Oxford University Press, 1971), pp. 91-130.

adult males being assidui, with the rest being pro‐
letarians, is way off. According to Rosenstein, 90
percent of Romans qualified for military service.
Here I have to take some issue--Rosenstein's figure
seems too high as Brunt's is too low. If so many
qualified for service, why even have a category of
proletarians? Nevertheless, his arguments need to
be considered by anyone dealing with this issue.
"The Duration of Military Service in the Second
Century B.C." is an argument that Polybius's figure
of sixteen years of service was indeed normal, as
is generally accepted, but has recently been chal‐
lenged. "The Number of Citizen Deaths as a Result
of Military Service between 203 and 168 B.C." con‐
cludes that, as a rule, generals tried to spare Ro‐
man citizens and use Italian allies whenever pos‐
sible. These appendices are truly gems of scholar‐
ship. The reader also should not neglect to consult
Rosenstein's excellent notes, which also serve up
mini-essays on important points. The bibliogra‐
phy is comprehensive and up-to-date, something
that cannot always be taken for granted nowa‐
days.
I cannot recommend this book highly enough.
Rosenstein is the finest practitioner of the "New
Military History" in the United States. He shows
brilliantly in this, and his other books, the sorts of
insights that a fresh and open approach to Roman
warfare can bring to all aspects of ancient soci‐
eties. I wish that more Romanists would abandon
the sterile acrobatics of postmodernism and re‐
turn to the tried and true methods of rigorous
analysis and creative thinking that Rosenstein so
ably practices. While aimed at the scholar, Rome
at War is certainly appropriate, and very useful,
for graduate and upper division undergraduate
courses.
Notes
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